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Abstract

In addition to performance requirements, as stream processing workloads are deployed 24x7 [47, 60], these systems need to handle changes in cluster or data properties.
Changes could include software, machine or disk failures,
that happen once every few hours in large clusters [33],
straggler tasks, that can slow down jobs by 6–8x [6,8] and
varying workload patterns [55, 60] that can result in more
than 10x difference in load between peak and non-peak
durations.
To handle such changes data processing systems have
to adapt, i.e, dynamically change nodes on which operators are executed, and update the execution plan while
ensuring consistent results. Given the frequent nature of
such changes, to meet performance SLAs [57, 60], systems not only need to achieve low latency during normal
execution, but also while the system is adapting. Unfortunately, existing solutions make a trade-off between low latency during normal operation and during adaptation. We
discuss this tradeoff next.
There are two execution models that have recently
emerged in big data processing. Systems like Naiad [59]
and Apache Flink [18, 65] use a record-at-a-time streaming model, where operators rely on mutable state to combine information from multiple records. In contrast,
Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) systems like Apache
Spark [81] and FlumeJava [20] process data in batches of
records and rely on explicit barriers and communication to
combine information across records. As a result, during
normal operation, record-at-a-time systems can provide
much lower latencies than BSP systems [78].
On the other hand, record-at-a-time systems exhibit
higher latencies during adaptation. In both models,
fault tolerance is provided by periodically checkpointing computational state. Record-at-a-time systems checkpoint state using distributed checkpoint algorithms, e.g.,
Chandy-Lamport [22], while BSP systems write out
checkpoints at computational barriers. Recovering from
failures in record-at-a-time systems is expensive, since
even in cases where a single operator fails, the state for all
operators must be reset to the last checkpoint, and computation must resume from that point. In contrast, as BSP
systems usually track the processing of each batch, this

Large scale streaming systems aim to provide high
throughput and low latency. They are often used to run
mission-critical applications, and must be available 24×7.
As such, these systems need to adapt in the face of the inherent changes in the workloads and failures, and do so
with minimal impact on latency. Unfortunately, existing
solutions require operators to choose between achieving
low latency during normal operation and incurring minimal impact during adaptation. Record-at-a-time streaming systems, such as Naiad and Flink, provide low latency
during normal execution but high latency during adaptation (e.g., recovery), while micro-batch systems, such as
SparkStreaming and FlumeJava, adapt rapidly at the cost
of high latency during normal operations.
We propose Drizzle, a hybrid streaming system that
unifies the benefits from both models to provide both low
latency during normal operation and during adaptation.
Our key observation is that while streaming workloads
require millisecond-level execution, workload and cluster properties change less frequently. Based on this insight, Drizzle decouples execution granularity from coordination granularity. Our experiments on a 128 node EC2
cluster show that Drizzle can achieve end-to-end record
processing latencies of less than 100ms and can get up
to 3.5x lower latency than Spark. Compared to Flink, a
record-at-a-time streaming system, we show that Drizzle
can recover around 4x faster from failures and that Drizzle
has up to 13x lower latency during recovery.

1

Introduction

Recent trends [59, 63] in data analytics indicate the
widespread adoption of stream processing workloads [4,
73] that require low-latency and high-throughput execution. Examples of such workloads include social media
applications e.g., processing a stream of tweets [71], performing real time object recognition [83] or aggregating
updates from billions of sensors [24, 34]. Systems designed for stream processing [65, 82] often process millions of events per second per machine and aim to provide
sub-second processing latencies.
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makes it possible to reuse the partial results computed
since the last checkpoint during the recovery. Further, recovery can be executed in parallel [82], making adaptation
both faster and easier to implement in BSP systems. Finally, batching records also allows BSP systems to naturally use optimized [11, 58] execution within a batch.
These techniques can especially benefit workloads with
aggregations where batching can reduce the amount of
data transferred [30].
An obvious approach to simultaneously achieve low latency during the normal operation and during adaptation
is to significantly reduce the batch size in BSP systems.
Unfortunately, this is far from trivial. BSP systems rely
on barriers at the batch granularity to perform scheduling and ensure computation correctness. However, barriers require coordination among all active nodes, a notoriously expensive operation in distributed systems [5]. As
the batch size decreases the coordination overhead starts
to dominate, making low latency impractical [78].
Our key observation is that while streaming workloads
require millisecond-level latency, workload and cluster
properties change at a much slower rate (several seconds
or minutes) [33, 55]. As a result, it is possible to decouple execution granularity from coordination granularity
in the BSP model. This allows us to execute batches every
few milliseconds, while coordinating to respond to workload and cluster changes every few seconds. Thus we can
achieve low latency both during the normal operation and
during adaptation.
We implement this model in Drizzle. Our implementation is based on the observation that overheads in BSP
systems result from two main sources: (a) centralized
task scheduling, including optimal assignment of tasks to
workers and serializing tasks to send to workers, and (b)
coordinating data transfer between tasks. We introduce a
set of techniques to address these overheads by exploiting
the structure of streaming workloads.
To address the centralized scheduling bottleneck, we
introduce group scheduling (§3.1), where multiple batches
(or a group) are scheduled at once. This decouples the
granularity of task execution from scheduling decisions
and amortizes the costs of task serialization and launch.
The key challenge here is in launching tasks before their
input dependencies have been computed. We solve this
using pre-scheduling (§3.2), where we proactively queue
tasks to be run on worker machines, and rely on workers
to launch tasks when their input dependencies are met.
Choosing an appropriate group size is important to ensure that Drizzle achieves low latency. To simplify selecting a group size, we implement an automatic group-size
tuning mechanism that adjusts the granularity of schedul-

ing given a performance target. Finally, the execution
model in Drizzle is also beneficial for iterative applications and we discuss how machine learning algorithms
can be implemented using Drizzle.
We implement Drizzle on Apache Spark and we integrate Spark Streaming [82] with Drizzle. Using Yahoo’s
stream processing benchmark [78], our experiments on a
128 node EC2 cluster show that Drizzle can achieve endto-end record processing latencies of less than 100ms and
can get up to 3.5x lower latency than Spark. Compared
to Flink, a record-at-a-time streaming system, we show
that Drizzle can recover around 4x faster from failures
and that Drizzle has up to 13x lower latency during recovery. Further, by optimizing execution within a batch,
we show that Drizzle can achieve around 4x lower latency
than Flink. On iterative machine learning workloads, we
find that Drizzle can run iterations in 80 milliseconds on
128 machines and is up to 6x faster than Spark.

2

Background

We begin by describing the two broad classes of streaming
systems. We thereafter talk about desirable properties of
these systems and end with a comparison between their
pros and cons.

2.1

Computation Models for Streaming

BSP for Streaming Systems. The bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) model has influenced many data processing
frameworks. In this model, the computation consists of
a phase whereby all parallel nodes in the system perform
some local computation, followed by a blocking barrier
that enables all nodes to communicate with each other, after which the process repeats itself. The MapReduce [30]
paradigm adheres to this model, whereby a map phase can
do arbitrary local computations, followed by a barrier in
the form of an all-to-all shuffle, after which the reduce
phase can proceed with each reducer reading the output
of relevant mappers (often all of them). Systems such as
Dryad [41, 79], Spark [81], and FlumeJava [20] extend
the MapReduce model to allow combining many phases
of map and reduce after each other, and also include specialized operators, e.g. filter, sum, group-by, join. Thus,
the computation is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of operators and is partitioned into different stages with a barrier between each of them. Within each stage, many map
functions can be fused together as shown in Figure 1. Further, many operators (e.g., sum, reduce) can be efficiently
implemented [11] by pre-combining data in the map stage
and thus reducing the amount of data transferred.
Streaming systems, such as Spark Streaming [82],
Google Dataflow [4] with FlumeJava, adopt the aforemen2
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Figure 1: Execution of a streaming job when using the batch processing model. We show two micro-batches of execution
here. The left side shows the various steps used to coordinate execution. The query being executed in shown on the right.

barrier. This snapshot can either be physical, i.e., record
the output from each task in a stage; or logical, i.e., record
the computational dependencies for some data. Task failures can be trivially handled using these snapshots since
the scheduler can reschedule the task and have it read (or
reconstruct) inputs from the snapshot.
Record-at-a-time Streaming: An alternate computation
model that is used in systems specialized for low latency
workloads is the dataflow [44] computation model with
long running operators. Dataflow models have been used
to build database systems [37], streaming databases [1,21]
and have been extended to support distributed execution in
systems like Naiad [59], StreamScope [52] and Flink [65].
In such systems, user programs are similarly converted to
a DAG of operators, but each operator is placed on its
own processor as a long running task. As data is processed, operators update mutable local state and messages
are directly transferred from between operators. Barriers are inserted only when required by specific operators.
Thus, unlike BSP-based systems, there is no scheduling or
communication overhead with a centralized driver. Unlike
BSP-based systems, which require a barrier at the end of a
micro-batch, record-at-a-time systems do not impose any
such barriers.
To handle machine failures, dataflow systems typically use an asynchronous distributed checkpointing algorithm [22] to create consistent snapshots periodically.
Whenever a node fails, all the nodes are rolled back to
the last consistent checkpoint and records are then replayed from this point. For nodes which have input from
more than one source, the checkpoint markers need to be
aligned for consistency [17]. Consistent checkpoints ensure that each record is processed exactly once. However
checkpoint replay can be expensive during recovery: for
example while recovering from a failed node the whole
system must wait for a new node to serially rebuild the
failed nodes mutable state.

tioned BSP model. They implement streaming by creating a micro-batch of duration T seconds. During the
micro-batch, data is collected from the streaming source,
processed through the entire DAG of operators and is followed by a barrier that outputs all the data to the streaming
sink, e.g. Kafka. Thus, there is a barrier at the end of each
micro-batch, as well as within the micro-batch if the DAG
consists of multiple stages, e.g. with a group-by operator.
In the micro-batch model, the duration T constitutes a
lower bound for record processing latency. Unfortunately,
T cannot be set to adequately small values due to how
barriers are implemented in all these systems. Consider
a simple job consisting of a map phase followed by a reduce phase (Figure 1). A centralized driver schedules all
the map tasks to take turns running on free resources in
the cluster. Each map task then outputs records for each
reducer based on some partition strategy, such as hashing
or sorting. Each task then informs the centralized driver of
the allocation of output records to the different reducers.
The driver can then schedule the reduce tasks on available cluster resources, and pass this metadata to each reduce task, which then fetches the relevant records from all
the different map outputs. Thus, each barrier in a microbatch requires communicating back and forth with the
driver. Hence, setting T too low will result in a substantial
driver communication and scheduling overhead, whereby
the communication with the driver eventually dominates
the processing time. In most systems, T is limited to 0.5
seconds or more [78].
Coordination at barriers greatly simplifies faulttolerance and scaling in BSP systems. First, the scheduler is notified at the end of each stage, and can reschedule tasks as necessary. This in particular means that the
scheduler can add parallelism at the end of each stage, and
use additional machines when launching tasks for the next
stage. Furthermore, fault tolerance in these systems is typically implemented by taking a consistent snapshot at each
3

Property
Latency
Consistency
Checkpoints
Adaptivity
Unified Programming model

Micro-batch Model
seconds
exactly-once, prefix integrity [27]
synchronous at barriers
at micro-batch boundaries
natural

Record-at-a-time Model
milliseconds
exactly once with stream alignment [17]
asynchronous
checkpoint and restart
harder

Table 1: Comparison of the micro-batch and record-at-a-time models for different properties useful for streaming systems

2.2

Desirable Properties of Streaming

Unified Programming Model: Finally a number
of
streaming applications require integration with static
The main properties required by large scale streaming sysdatasets
and libraries for machine learning [10, 56], graph
tems include [69]
processing [36, 38] etc. Having a unified programming
High Throughput: With the deluge in the amount
model makes it easy for developers to integrate with existof data collected, streaming systems also need to scale
ing libraries and also share code across batch and streamto handle high throughput. For example LinkedIn reing processing jobs.
ports that it generates 1 trillion messages per day using
Kafka [28], while timeseries databases at Twitter have 2.3 Comparing Computation Models
been reported to handle 2.8 billion writes per minute [72].
Table 1 summarizes the difference between the models.
This motivates the need for distributed stream processAs mentioned, BSP-based systems suffer from poor laing systems that run across a large cluster to provide high
tency due to scheduling and communication overheads
throughput.
which lower-bound the micro-batch length. If the microLow Latency: The latency of a stream processing sysbatch duration T is set lower than that, the system will
tem can be defined as the time from when a record is
fall behind and become unstable. Record-at-a-time sysingested into the system to the time it is reflected in the
tems do not have this disadvantage, as no barrier-related
output. For example, if an anomaly detection workload
scheduling and communication overhead is necessary.
used to predict trends [3] has a 1-second tumbling winOn the other hand, BSP-based systems can naturally
dow, then the processing latency is the time taken to proadapt at barrier boundaries to recover from failures or
cess all the events in that window and produce the necadd/remove nodes. Record-at-a-time systems would have
essary output. Additionally the processing latency should
to roll-back to an asynchronous checkpoint and replay
remain low as we scale the computation across a cluster.
from that point on. Furthermore, BSP-based systems
Adaptivity: Because of the long running nature of
have strong consistency as the output of each micro-batch
streaming jobs, it is important that the system adapt to
is well-defined and deterministic, whereas the output of
changes in workload or cluster properties. For example,
record-at-a-time systems is not guaranteed to be consisa recent paper from Twitter [47] notes that failing hardtent. Both models can guarantee exactly-once semantics.
ware, load changes or misbehaving user code are all situFurther, BSP-based systems can naturally share the
ations that frequently arise in large scale clusters. Addisame programming model between streaming, batch,
tionally it is important that while adapting to changes the
and other models. Therefore, systems such as Google
system does not violate the correctness properties and enDataflow/FlumeJava and Spark support batch, ETL, and
sures that the performance SLAs like 99.9% uptime [57]
iterative computations, such as machine learning. Ficontinue to be met.
nally the execution model in BSP-systems also makes it
Consistency: One of the main challenges in distributed
easy to apply optimized execution techniques [11] within
stream processing is ensuring consistency in the results
each micro-batch. This is especially advantageous for
produced over time. For example if we have two counaggregation-based workloads where combining updates
ters, one that tracks the number of requests and another
across records in a batch can significantly reduce the
that tracks the number of responses, it is useful to ensure
amount of data transferred over the network. Supporting
that requests are always processed before responses. This
such optimizations is harder in record-at-a-time systems
can be achieved by guaranteeing prefix integrity, where
and requires introducing explicit buffering or batching.
every output produced is equivalent to processing a wellspecified prefix of the input stream. Additionally, lower3 Design
level message delivery semantics like exactly once delivery are useful for programmers implementing fault toler- In this section we show how the BSP and record-at-a-time
ant streaming applications.
models can be unified into a model that has the benefits of
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Driver
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To see how this can help, consider a streaming job used
to compute moving averages. Assuming the data sources
remain the same, the locality preferences computed for
every micro-batch will be same. If the cluster configuration also remains static, the same worker to task mapping will be computed for every micro-batch. Thus we
can run scheduling algorithms once and reuse its decisions. Similarly, we can reduce serialization and network
overhead from RPCs, by combining tasks from multiple
micro-batches into a single message.
When using group scheduling, one needs to be careful
in choosing how many micro-batches are scheduled at a
time. We discuss how the group size affects the performance and adaptivity properties in §3.3 and present techniques for automatically choosing this size in §3.4.

(a) Existing Scheduling

(b) Group Scheduling
Figure 2: Group scheduling amortizes the scheduling overheads across multiple micro-batches of a streaming job.

3.2

both. We do so by showing how a BSP-based model can
be modified to drastically reduce the scheduling and communication overheads for executing a micro-batch. The
main insight of our design is that reducing these overheads
will allow us to run micro-batches of sub-second latencies
(≈100 ms). We chose to extend the BSP model in Drizzle, as it allows us to maintain the uniform programming
model. We believe that it is also likely possible to start
with a record-as-a-service approach and modify it to get a
model that has similar benefits to our suggested approach.
We next discuss techniques we use and also discuss some
of the trade-offs associated with our design.

3.1

Pre-Scheduling Shuffles

While the previous section described how we can eliminate the barrier or coordination between micro-batches, as
described in Section 2 (Figure 1), existing BSP systems
also impose a barrier within a micro-batch to coordinate
data transfer for shuffle operations. We next discuss how
we can eliminate these barriers as well and thus eliminate
all coordination within a group.
In a shuffle operation we have a set of upstream tasks
(or map tasks) that produce output and a set of downstream tasks (or reduce tasks) that receive the outputs and
run the reduction function. In existing BSP systems like
Spark or Hadoop, upstream tasks typically write their output to local disk and notify the centralized driver of the
allocation of output records to the different reducers. The
driver then creates downstream tasks that pull data from
the upstream tasks. Thus in this case the metadata is communicated through the centralized driver and then following a barrier, the data transfer happens using a pull based
mechanism.
To remove this barrier, we pre-schedule downstream
tasks before the upstream tasks (Figure 3) in Drizzle.
We perform scheduling so downstream tasks are launched
first; this way upstream tasks are scheduled with metadata
that tells them which machines running the downstream
tasks need to be notified on completion. Thus, data is
directly transferred between workers without any centralized coordination. This approach has two benefits. First,
it scales better with the number of workers as it avoids
centralized metadata management. Second, it removes the
barrier, where succeeding stages are launched only when
all the tasks in the preceding stage complete.
We implement pre-scheduling by adding a local scheduler on each worker machine that manages pre-scheduled
tasks. When pre-scheduled tasks are first launched, these
tasks are marked as inactive and do not use any resources.

Group Scheduling

BSP frameworks like Spark, FlumeJava [20] or
Scope [19] use centralized schedulers that implement many complex scheduling techniques; these
include: algorithms to account for locality [80], straggler
mitigation [8], fair sharing [42] etc. Scheduling a single
stage in these systems proceeds as follows: first, a
centralized scheduler computes which worker each task
should be assigned to, taking in the account locality and
other constraints. Following this tasks are serialized and
sent to workers using an RPC. The complexity of the
scheduling algorithms used coupled with computational
and network limitations of the single machine running the
scheduler imposes a fundamental limit on how fast tasks
can be scheduled [66].
We observe that in stream processing jobs, the computation DAG used to process micro-batches are largely
static, and change infrequently. Based on this observation,
we propose using the same scheduling decisions across
micro-batches. Reusing scheduling decisions means that
we can schedule tasks for multiple micro-batches at once
(Figure 2) and thus amortize the centralized scheduling
overheads.
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(1) Driver assigns tasks in all
stages to workers, and tells each
task where to send output.

(2) When tasks complete, they notify
output locations that data is ready

Task
Control Message
Data Message

(3) Tasks asynchronously notify driver
they have completed (not shown)

Driver
(4) Tasks in next stage begin
fetching input data

Figure 3: Using pre-scheduling, execution of a micro-batch that has two stages: the first with 4 tasks; the next with 2
tasks. The driver launches all stages at the beginning (with information about where output data should be sent to) so that
executors can exchange data without contacting the driver.

The local scheduler on the worker machine tracks the data
dependencies that need to be satisfied. When an upstream
task finishes, it notifies the corresponding workers and the
local scheduler updates the list of outstanding dependencies. When all the data dependencies for an inactive task
have been met, the local scheduler makes the task active
and runs it.

3.3

the scheduler also updates the upstream (map) tasks to
send outputs for succeeding micro-batches to the new machines. In both cases, we find having a centralized scheduler simplifies design and helps ensure that there is a single source that workers can rely on to make progress.
Elasticity: In addition to handling nodes being removed, we can also handle nodes being added to improve
performance. To do this we integrate with existing cluster
managers such as YARN [9], Mesos [40] and the application layer can choose policies [25] on when to request
or relinquish resources. At the end of a group boundary,
Drizzle updates the list of available resources and adjusts
the tasks to be scheduled for the next group. Thus in this
case, using a larger group size could lead to larger delays
in responding to cluster changes.
Data Changes: Finally we handle changes in data
properties similar to cluster changes. During every microbatch, a number of metrics about the execution are collected. These metrics are aggregated at the end of a group
and can be used by a query optimizer [58] to determine if
an alternate query plan would perform better.

Adaptivity in Drizzle

Group scheduling and shuffle pre-scheduling eliminate
barriers both within and across micro-batches and ensure
that barriers occur only once every group. However in
doing so, we incur overheads when adapting to changes
and we discuss how this affects fault tolerance, elasticity
and workload changes below. This overhead largely does
not affect record processing latency, which continues to
happen within a group.
Fault tolerance: Similar to existing BSP systems we
create synchronous checkpoints at regular intervals in
Drizzle. The checkpoints can be taken at the end of
any micro-batch and the end of a group of micro-batches
presents one natural boundary. We use heartbeats from
the workers to the centralized scheduler to detect machine
failures. Upon noticing a failure, the scheduler resubmits
tasks that were running on the failed machines. By default these recovery tasks begin execution from the latest
checkpoint available. As the computation for each microbatch is deterministic we further speed up the recovery
process with two techniques. First, recovery tasks are executed in parallel [82] across many machines. Second, we
also reuse any intermediate data that was created by map
stages run in earlier micro-batches. This is implemented
with lineage tracking, a feature that is already present in
existing BSP systems.
Using pre-scheduling means that there are some additional cases we need to handle during fault recovery in
Drizzle. For reduce tasks that are run on a new machine,
the centralized scheduler pre-populates the list of data dependencies that have been completed before. Similarly

3.4

Automatically selecting group size

Intuitively, the group size controls the performance to coordination trade-off in Drizzle. For a given job, using
a larger group size always reduces the overall scheduling overhead and thus improves performance. However a
large group negatively impacts adaptivity. Thus our goal
in Drizzle is to choose the smallest group size possible
while ensuring that scheduling overheads are minimal.
We implement an adaptive group-size tuning algorithm
that is inspired by TCP congestion control [15]. During the execution of a group we use counters to track the
amount of time spent in various parts of the system. Using
these counters we are then able to determine what fraction
of the end-to-end execution time was spent in scheduling
and other coordination vs. time spent on the workers executing tasks. The ratio of time spent in scheduling to the
overall execution gives us the scheduling overhead and we
6

aim to maintain this overhead within user specified lower
and upper bounds.
When the overhead goes above the upper bound, we
multiplicatively increase the group size to ensure that the
overhead decreases rapidly. Once the overhead goes below the lower bound, we additively decrease the group
size to improve adaptivity. This is analogous to the AIMD
policy used in TCP and AIMD provably converges in the
general case [43]. We also perform exponential averaging
of the scheduling overhead across groups to ensure that
a single spike, due to say a transient event like garbage
collection, does not affect the process.

3.5

cations and we focus on machine learning [16] models
that are commonly trained using iterative optimization algorithms, e.g., stochastic gradient descent [13]. We next
describe how iterative execution benefits from Drizzle and
then describe conflict-free shared variables, an extension
that enables light-weight data sharing.
Iterative Execution. A number of large scale machine
learning libraries like MLlib [56] and Mahout [10] have
been built on top of BSP frameworks. In these libraries
iterative algorithms are typically implemented by executing each iteration as a BSP job. For example in mini-batch
SGD, each machine computes the gradient for a subset
of the data and at the end of the iteration gradients from
all the tasks are aggregated. The results are then broadcast to the tasks in the next iteration. When the time
taken for gradient computation is on the order of milliseconds [50, 64], scheduling overheads become significant.
The execution model in Drizzle can be used to reduce
the scheduling overhead for iterative algorithms. In this
case, we use group scheduling to amortize scheduling
overhead across a number of iterations. Similar to streaming, we find that the scheduling decisions about data locality, etc. remain the same across iterations. An additional challenge in this domain is how to track and disseminate updates to a shared model with minimal coordination. We next discuss how conflict-free shared variables
can address this challenge.
Conflict-Free Shared Variables. Most machine learning algorithms perform commutative updates to model
variables [50], and sharing model updates across workers is equivalent to implementing a AllReduce [84]. To
enable commutative updates within a group of iterations
we introduce conflict-free shared variables.
Conflict-free shared variables are similar in spirit to
CRDTs [68] and provide an API to access and commutatively update shared data. We develop an API that can
be used with various underlying implementations. Our
API consists of two main functions: (1) A get function
that optionally blocks to synchronize updates. This is typically called at the beginning of a task. In synchronous
mode, it waits for all updates from the previous iterations.
(2) A commit function that specifies that a task has finished all the updates to the shared variable. Additionally
we provide callbacks to the shared variable implementation when a group begins and ends. This is to enable each
implementation to checkpoint their state at group boundaries and thus conflict-free shared variables are a part of
the unified fault tolerance strategy in Drizzle.
In our current implementation we focus on models that
can fit on a single machine (these could still be many millions of parameters given a standard server has ≈ 200GB

Discussion

We discuss other design approaches to group scheduling
and extensions to pre-scheduling that can further improve
performance.
Other design approaches. An alternative design approach we considered was to treat the existing scheduler
in BSP systems as a black-box and pipeline scheduling
of one micro-batch with task execution of the previous
micro-batch. That is, while the first micro-batch executes,
the centralized driver schedules one or more of the succeeding micro-batches. With pipelined scheduling, if the
execution time for a micro-batch is texec and scheduling overhead is tsched , then the overall running time for
b micro-batches is b × max(texec , tsched ). The baseline
would take b × (texec + tsched ). We found that this approach is insufficient for larger cluster sizes, where the
value of tsched can be greater than texec .
Improving Pre-Scheduling. While using pre-scheduling
in Drizzle, the reduce tasks usually need to wait for a notification from all upstream map tasks before starting execution. We can reduce the number of inputs a task waits
for if we have sufficient semantic information to determine the communication structure for a stage. For example, if we are aggregating information using binary tree
reduction, each reduce task only requires the output from
two map tasks run in the previous stage. In general inferring the communication structure of the DAG that is
going to be generated is a hard problem because of userdefined map and hash partitioning functions. For some
high-level operators like treeReduce or broadcast the
DAG structure is predictable. We have implemented support for using the DAG structure for treeReduce in Drizzle and plan to investigate other operations in the future.

4

Iterative Workloads with Drizzle

In addition to large scale stream processing, the Drizzle’s
execution model is also well suited for running iterative
workloads. Iterative workloads are found in many appli7

memory) and build support for replicated shared variables
with synchronous updates. We implement a merge strategy that aggregates all the updates on a machine before
exchanging updates with other replicas. While other parameter servers [29,51] implement more powerful consistency semantics, our main focus here is to study how the
control plane overheads impact performance. We plan to
integrate Drizzle with existing state-of-the-art parameter
servers [50, 76] in the future.
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of which keys or files to process in a micro-batch is done
by the centralized driver. To handle this without centralized coordination, we modified the input sources to compute the metadata on the workers as a part of the tasks that
read input. Finally, we note these changes are restricted to
the Spark Streaming internals and user applications do not
need modification to work with Drizzle.
Machine Learning. To integrate machine learning algorithms with Drizzle we introduce a new iteration primitive
(similar to iterate in Flink), which allows developers to
specify the code that needs to be run on every iteration.
We change the model variables to be stored using conflictfree shared variables (instead of broadcast variables) and
similarly change the gradient computation functions. We
use sparse and dense vector implementations of conflictfree shared variables to implement gradient-descent based
optimization algorithms. Higher level algorithms like Logistic Regression, SVM require no change as they can use
the modified optimization algorithms.

Implementation

We have implemented Drizzle by extending Apache Spark
2.0.0. Our implementation required around 4000 lines of
Scala code changes to the Spark scheduler and execution
engine. In this section we describe some of the additional
performance improvements we made in our implementation and also describe how we integrated Drizzle with
Spark Streaming and MLlib.
Spark Improvements. The existing Spark scheduler implementation uses two threads: one to compute the stage
dependencies and locality preferences, and the other to
manage task queuing, serializing, and launching tasks on
executors. We observed that when several stages prescheduled together, task serialization and launch is often
a bottleneck. In our implementation we separated serializing and launching tasks to a dedicated thread and optionally use multiple threads if there are many stages that
can be scheduled in parallel. We also optimized locality lookup for pre-scheduled tasks and these optimizations help reduce the overheads when scheduling many
stages in advance. However there are other sources of
performance improvements we have not yet implemented
in Drizzle. For example, while iterative jobs often share
the same closure across iterations we do not amortize the
closure serialization across iterations. This requires analysis of the Scala byte code that is part of the closure and
we plan to explore this in the future.
Spark Streaming. The Spark Streaming architecture
consists of a JobGenerator that creates a Spark RDD
and a closure that operates on the RDD when processing a micro-batch. Every micro-batch in Spark Streaming is associated with an execution timestamp and therefore each generated RDD has an associated timestamp. In
Drizzle, we extend the JobGenerator to submit a number of RDDs at the same time, where each generated RDD
has its appropriate timestamp. For example, when Drizzle
is configured to use group granularity of 3, and the starting
timestamp is t, we would generate RDDs with timestamps
t, t + 1 and t + 2. One of the challenges here is how we
can handle input sources like Kafka [46], HDFS etc. In
the existing Spark architecture, the metadata management

6

Evaluation

We next evaluate the performance of Drizzle. First, we
use a series of microbenchmarks to measure the scheduling performance of Drizzle and breakdown the time taken
at each step in the scheduler. Next, we evaluate the adaptability of Drizzle using a number of different scenarios
including fault tolerance, elasticity and evaluate our autotuning algorithm. Finally we measure the impact of using Drizzle with two real world applications: an industrial
streaming benchmark [78] and a logistic regression task
on a standard machine learning benchmark. We compare
Drizzle to Apache Spark, a BSP style-system and Apache
Flink, a record-at-time stream processing system.

6.1

Setup

We ran our experiments on 128 r3.xlarge instances in
Amazon EC2. Each machine has 4 cores, 30.5 GB of
memory and 80 GB of SSD storage. We configured Drizzle to use 4 slots for executing tasks on each machine. For
all our experiments we warm up the JVM before taking
measurements. We use Apache Spark v2.0.0 and Apache
Flink v1.1.1 as baselines for our experiments. All the
three systems we compare are implemented on the JVM
and we use the same JVM heap size and garbage collection flags for all of them.

6.2

Micro benchmarks

In this section we present micro-benchmarks that evaluate
the benefits of group scheduling and pre-scheduling. We
run ten trials for each of our micro-benchmarks and report
the median, 5th and 95th percentiles.
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Figure 4: Micro-benchmarks for performance improvements from group scheduling and pre-scheduling.
6.2.1

5.5x speedup over Spark as we vary cluster size.
Figure 4(c) also shows the benefits of just using prescheduling (i.e., group size = 1). In this case, we still
have barriers between the micro-batches and only eliminate barriers within a single micro-batch. We see that the
benefits from just pre-scheduling are limited to only 20ms
when using 128 machines. However for group scheduling
to be effective we need to pre-schedule all of the tasks in
the DAG and thus pre-scheduling is essential.
Finally, we see that the time per micro-batch of the twostage job (45ms for 128 machines) is significantly higher
than the time per micro-batch of the one-stage job in the
previous section (5 ms). While part of this overhead is
from messages used to trigger the reduce tasks, we also
observe that the time to fetch and process the shuffle data
in the reduce task grows as the number of map tasks increase. To reduce this overhead, we plan to investigate
techniques that reduce connection initialization time and
improve data serialization/deserialization [54].

Group Scheduling

We first evaluate the benefits of group scheduling in Drizzle, and its impact in reducing scheduling overheads with
growing cluster size. We use a weak scaling experiment
where the amount of computation per task is fixed (we
study strong scaling in §6.5) but the size of the cluster (and
hence number of tasks) grow. For this experiment, we set
the number of tasks to be equal to the number of cores
in the cluster. In an ideal system the computation time
should remain constant. We use a simple workload where
each task computes the sum of random numbers and the
computation time for each micro-batch is less than 1ms.
Note that there are no shuffle operations in this benchmark. We measure the average time taken per micro-batch
while running 100 micro-batches and we scale the cluster
size from 4–128 machines.
As discussed in §2, we see that (Figure 4(a)) task
scheduling overheads grow for Spark as the cluster size
increases and is around 200ms when using 128 machines.
Drizzle is able to amortize these overheads leading to a
7 − 46× speedup across cluster sizes. With a group size
of 100 and 128 machines, Drizzle has scheduler overhead
of less than 5ms compared to around 195ms for Spark.
We breakdown where the benefits come from in Figure 4(b). To do this we plot the average time taken by
each task for scheduling, task transfer (including serialization, deserialization, and network transfer of the task) and
computation. We can see that scheduling and task transfer
dominate the computation time for this benchmark with
Spark and that Drizzle is able to amortize both of these
using group scheduling.
6.2.2

6.3

Streaming workloads

To measure how Drizzle can improve the performance
of streaming applications we ran the Yahoo! streaming
benchmark [78] that has been used to compare various
stream processing systems. The benchmark mimics running analytics on a stream of ad-impressions. A producer
inserts JSON records into a stream. The benchmark then
groups events into a 10-second windows per ad-campaign
and measures how long it takes for all events in the window to be processed after the window has ended. For example if a window ended at time a and the last event from
the window was processed at time b, the processing latency for this window is said to be b − a.
When implemented using the micro-batch model in
Spark and Drizzle, this workload consists of two stages
per micro-batch: a map-stage that reads the input JSONs
and buckets events into a window and a reduce stage that
aggregates events in the same window. For the Flink im-

Pre-Scheduling Shuffles

To measure benefits from pre-scheduling we use the same
setup as in the previous subsection but add a shuffle stage
to every micro-batch with 16 reduce tasks. We compare
the time taken per micro-batch while running 100 microbatches in Figure 4(c). Drizzle achieves between 2.7x to
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Figure 5: Performance and fault tolerance comparison with Spark and Flink.
plementation we use the optimized version [26] which
creates windows in Flink using the event timestamp that is
present in the JSON. Similar to the micro-batch model we
have two operators here, a map operator that parses events
and a window operator that collects events from the same
window and triggers an update every 10 seconds.
We setup an input stream to insert 20M events/second
and measure the event processing latency. We use the first
five minutes to warm up the system and report results from
the next five minutes of execution. We tuned each system
to achieve lowest latency while meeting throughput requirements. For Spark we tuned the micro-batch size and
similarly we tuned the buffer flush duration in Flink.
Performance Comparison. The CDF of processing
latencies on 128 machines is shown in Figures 5(a). We
see Drizzle is able to achieve a median latency of around
350ms and matches the latency achieved by Flink. We
also verified that the latency we get from Flink match previously reported numbers [26,78] on the same benchmark.
We also see that by reducing scheduling overheads, Drizzle gets around 3.6x lower median latency than Spark.
Fault Tolerance. We use the same setup as above and
benchmark the fault tolerance properties of all three systems. In this experiment we kill one machine in the cluster
after 240 seconds and measure the event processing latency as before. Figure 5(b) shows the latency measured
for each window across time. We plot the mean and standard deviation from five runs for each system. We see
that using the micro-batch model in Spark has good relative adaptivity where the latency during failure is around
3x normal processing latency and that only 1 window is
affected. Drizzle has similar behavior where the latency
during failure increases from around 350ms to around 1s.
Similar to Spark, Drizzle’s latency also returns to normal
after one window.
On the other hand Flink experiences severe slowdown
during failure and the latency spikes to around 18s. Most
of this slow down is due to the additional coordination re-

quired to stop and restart all the operators in the topology
and to restore execution from the latest checkpoint. We
also see that having such a huge delay means that the system is unable to catch up with the input stream and that it
takes around 40s (or 4 windows) before latency returns to
normal range.
Micro-batch Optimizations. One of the advantages
of the micro-batch model when used for streaming is that
it enables additional optimizations to be used within a
batch. In the case of this benchmark, as the output only
requires the number of events in a window we can reduce
the amount of data shuffled by aggregating counters for
each window on the map side. We implemented this optimization in Drizzle and Spark by using the reduceBy operator instead of the groupBy operator. Figure 5(c) shows
the CDF of the processing latency when the optimization
is enabled. In this case we see that Drizzle gets 94ms
median latency and is 2x faster than Spark. Since Flink
creates windows after the keys are partitioned, we could
not directly apply the same optimization. We use the optimized version for Drizzle and Spark in the following sections of the evaluation.
In summary, we find that Drizzle achieves a valuable
trade-off where latency during normal execution is lower
than BSP systems like Spark and recovery during failures
is much faster than record-at-a-time systems like Flink.

6.4

Adaptivity in Drizzle

We next evaluate the importance of group size in Drizzle
and specifically how it affects adapativity in terms of fault
tolerance and elasticity. Following that we show how our
auto-tuning algorithm can find the optimal group size.
6.4.1

Fault tolerance with Group Scheduling

To measure the importance of group size for fault recovery in Drizzle, we use the same workload as the previous
section and we vary the group size. In this experiment we
create checkpoints at the end of every group. We mea-
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Figure 6: Importance of group size for adaptivity and how the group size auto-tuning algorithm works in practice.
sure processing latency across windows and the median
processing latency from five runs is shown in Figure 6(a).
We can see that using a larger group size can lead to
higher latencies and longer recovery times. This is primarily because of two reasons. First, since we only create checkpoints at the end of every group having a larger
group size means that more records would need to be replayed. Further, when machines fail pre-scheduled tasks
need to be need to be updated in order to reflect the new
task locations and this process takes longer when there are
larger number of tasks. In the future we plan to investigate
if checkpoint intervals can be decoupled from group and
better treatment of failures in pre-scheduling.
6.4.2

6.5

Handling Elasticity

To measure how Drizzle enables elasticity we consider a
scenario where we start with the Yahoo Streaming benchmark but only use 64 machines in the cluster. We add
64 machines to the cluster after 4 minutes and measure
how long it takes for the system to react and use the new
machines. To measure elasticity we monitor the average
latency to execute a micro-batch and results from varying
the group size are shown in Figure 6(b).
We see that using a larger group size can delay the time
taken to adapt to cluster changes. In this case, using a
group size of 50 the latency drops from 150ms to 100ms
within 10 seconds. On the other hand, using group size of
600 takes 100 seconds to react. Finally, as seen in the figure elasticity can also lead to some performance degradation when the new machines are first used. This is because
some of the input data needs to be moved from machines
that were being used to the new machines.
6.4.3

micro-batches imply there are more tasks to schedule. We
run the experiment with the scheduling overhead target of
5% to 10% and start with a group size of 2. The progress
of the tuning algorithm is shown in Figure 6(c) for microbatch size of 100ms and 250ms.
We see that for a smaller micro-batch the overheads are
high initially with the small group size and hence the algorithm increases the group size to 64. Following that as
the overhead goes below 5% the group size is additively
decreased to 49. In the case of the 250ms micro-batch we
see that a group size of 8 is good enough to maintain a low
scheduling overhead.

Group Size Tuning

To evaluate our group size tuning algorithm, we use the
same Yahoo streaming benchmark but change the microbatch size. Intuitively the scheduling overheads are inversely proportional to the micro-batch size, as small

Machine Learning workloads

Finally, we look at Drizzle’s benefits for machine learning
workloads. We evaluate this with logistic regression implemented using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We
use the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) [49] dataset,
which contains cosine-normalized TF-IDF vectors from
text documents. We use SGD to train two models from
this data: the first is stored as a dense vector, while for
the second we use L1-regularization [70] with thresholding [51] to get a sparse model. We show the time taken per
iteration for Drizzle when compared to Spark in Figure 7.
From the figure we see that while using dense updates,
both Drizzle and Spark hit a scaling limit at around 32
machines. This is because beyond 32 machines the time
spent in communicating model updates dominates the
time spent computing gradients. However using sparse
updates we find that Drizzle can scale better and the time
per-iteration drops to around 80ms at 128 machines (compared to 500ms with Spark). To understand how sparse
updates help, we plot the size of data transferred periteration in Figure 7(c). In addition to transmitting less
data, we find that as the model gets closer to convergence
fewer features get updated, further reducing the communication overhead. While using sparse updates with Spark,
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Figure 7: Time taken per iteration of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) run on the RCV1 dataset. We see that using
sparse updates, Drizzle can scale better as the cluster size increases.

though the model updates are small, the task scheduling
overheads dominate the time taken per iteration and thus
using more than 32 machines makes the job run slower.
Finally, given the computation and communication
trade-offs above, we note that using a large cluster is not
efficient for this dataset [54]. In fact, RCV1 can be solved
on a single machine using tools like LibLinear [32]. However, using a smaller dataset stresses the scheduling layers
of Drizzle and highlights where the scaling bottlenecks
are. Further, for problems [50] that do not fit on a single
machine, algorithms typically sample the data in each iteration and our example is similar to using a sample size
of 677k for such problems.

7

Related Work

the other hand Thrill focuses on query optimization in the
data plane; our work is therefore orthogonal to Thrill.
Cluster Scheduling. Systems like Borg [75], YARN [9]
and Mesos [40] schedule jobs from different frameworks
and implement resource sharing policies [35]. Prior
work [62] has also identified the benefits of shorter task
durations and this has led to the development of distributed job schedulers such as Sparrow [63], Apollo [14],
etc. These scheduling frameworks focus on scheduling
across jobs while Drizzle’s focuses on scheduling within
a single job. To improve performance within a job,
techniques for improving data locality [7, 81], mitigating
stragglers [8, 77], re-optimizing queries [45] and accelerating network transfers [23, 39] have been proposed. In
Drizzle we study how we can use these techniques for
streaming jobs without incurring significant overheads.
Prior work [74] has also looked at the benefits of removing the barrier across shuffle stages to improve performance. In addition to removing the barrier, prescheduling in Drizzle also helps remove the centralized
co-ordination for data transfers. Finally many key-value
stores [31, 61] and parameter-servers [29, 50] have proposed distributed shared memory interfaces with various
consistency semantics. Conflict-free shared variables in
Drizzle have similar semantics and we integrate them with
the group scheduling, fault tolerance support in Drizzle.
Machine Learning Frameworks. Large scale machine
learning has been the focus of much recent research [48].
This includes new algorithms [13, 64, 67], distributed
model training systems [2, 29, 51] and high level userfacing libraries [10, 56]. In Drizzle, we focus on improving the performance of BSP-style frameworks for iterative machine learning workloads and study how removing
scheduling overheads can help with this.

Stream Processing. Stream processing on a single machine has been studied by database systems including Aurora [1] and TelegraphCQ [21]. As the input event rate
for many data streams is high, recent work has looked
at large-scale, distributed stream processing frameworks,
e.g., Spark Streaming [82], Storm [71], Flink [65], Google
Dataflow [4], etc., to scale stream processing across a
cluster. In addition to distributed checkpointing, recent
work on StreamScope [52] has proposed using reliable
vertices and reliable channels for fault tolerance. In Drizzle, we focus on re-using existing fault tolerance semantics from BSP systems and improving performance to
achieve low latency.
BSP Performance. Recent work including Nimbus [53]
and Thrill [12] have focused on implementing highperformance BSP systems. Both systems claim that the
choice of runtime (i.e., JVM) has a major effect on performance, and choose to implement their execution engines
in C++. Furthermore, Nimbus similar to our work finds
that the scheduler is a bottleneck for iterative jobs and uses 8 Conclusion and Future Work
scheduling templates. However, during execution Nimbus uses mutable state and focuses on HPC applications Big data stream processing systems have positioned themwhile we focus on improving adaptivity by using deter- selves as either BSP or record-at-a-time. Drizzle shows
ministic micro-batches for streaming jobs in Drizzle. On that these approaches are not fundamentally different and
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